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Abstract: In recent day, human communication can be facilitated by many means such as telephone, 
television, or other internet media such as email or chat program. In Chatting, user usually will be 
provided with a blank box that can be used to enter text to be sent to the other user. Since text only 
cannot provide human need in expressing him/herself then the current chat program includes 
features such as emoticon an avatar. Unfortunately, these features cannot fulfill the other human 
need about expressing their chatting environment. The research performed will try to provide chatting 
environment – that is called virtual world – and will evaluate its effect to the user. Some users will be 
asked to use the nvironment provided chatting program and to give comment to the program. From 
the respondent respons, the additon of the virtual world are considered excellent and interesting to 
be used in chatting program. 
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